
DALRAE SOLUTIONS

Business
Technology 
Enablement 
Service
Maximise Your Competitive Advantage



Success With DalRae
“The abil ity & wil l ingness for
DalRae to understand the
business requirements and
develop solutions exceeding our
expectations, enabling seamless
delivery to a high volume of
users.”



Don’t let technology get in the way of
productivity 
Enhance your work and process
Add value through process automation 

Reduce the  Friction 
Outperform your competitors 

Superior performance at a lower cost 

Utilise your strengths without IT Inhibitors

Maximise Competitive Advantages 



Deliver Real-Time Insights 

Mobilise Processes 

Automate & Optimise Processes

Enhance Security & User Governance

Combine data from SAP S/4HANA
and third-party sources to deliver

real-time, actionable insights

Enable users to complete
their S/4HANA business
processes using mobile

devices

SAP Business Technology Platform



SAP Mobile Services

Mobile Services
Develop multiple app types,
native, cross-platform, web, and
MDK clients.

App Updates
Intelligent updates Apps
configurations up date via
optimized downloads

Work Offline
When offline, switch to the local
data, kept current via OData
synchronization features and
open standards.

Security
Choose the authentication
types that suit your data
protection needs from multiple
options.



Central Launchpad
Services

Application Integration
Provide business users a
central point of access for
apps and tasks, with seamless
integration to various UI
technologies and third-party
apps.

Intuitive & Engaging
User Experience
A role-based, personalized
launchpad with a flexible
content structure that follows
the SAP Fiori 3 design
guidelines.

Integrations
Integration with central SAP
NTP services, such as inbox &
cloud identity services.

Extensibility
Extensible framework for
customisations using shell
plugins and custom branding.



Conversational AI
Train Your Bot
Analyse text inputs and
enrich key data in any
language with our world-class
natural language processing
technology

Build Your Bot
Use skills to create adaptable bots
in multiple languages. Set up
triggers, requirements, and bot
responses in rich messaging
directly in the bot builder.
Leverage the bot memory to
provide human-like conversations

Connect Your Bot
Connect chatbots to any SAP
solution, external
communication channel, or
back-end system. Integrate a
fallback channel so that
conversations can be
transferred from your bot to a
human agent.

Monitor Your Bot
Understand how customers
and employees talk to your
chatbot and improve the user
experience based on usage
and training data through Log
Feed, Usage Metrics and
Training Analytics.



Document
Management
Service

Connect to your business
storage
Bring your choice of CMIS-
compliant, on-premise or cloud
repository to connect with
Document Management
Service and leverage the
capabilities of the service.

Achieve more with SAP
storage
Use Document Management
Service, Repository Option to
securely store and manage your
business documents and
attachments.

Build Document
Management Capabilities 
Leverage the APIs to build a
customized document
management layer on your on-
premise or cloud applications.

Embed With Your
Business Applications
Embed an easy-to-use, UI5-
based, reusable component
into your application for
document management
scenarios.

Management Enterprise
Content
Embed an easy-to-use, UI5-
based, reusable component
into your application for
document management
scenarios.



SAP Analytics Cloud
Stories
A story is a presentation-style
document that uses charts,
visualizations, text, and images
to describe data.

Mobile App
With the SAP Analytics Cloud
mobile app, you have access to
your analytics anywhere and
anytime. Use the mobile app to
connect to your SAP Analytics
Cloud solution.

Models
Create models that represent
large amounts of business data
from source systems. Building
visualisations, filters and
calculations in stories

Analytic Applications
Create analytic applications for data analysis
and data planning. Configure behavior of the
UI elements with a specific script API events
and specify which actions should take place
when events are triggered.

Smart Capabilities
Improve business decisions
and analysis workflows using
SAP Analytics Clouds smart
features

Planning
Collaboratively create and
update model data to carry out
planning tasks



Intelligent RPA System
Desktop-based process
automation design.
SAP Intelligent Robotic Process
Automation provides a software
component installed on a
supported OS that you use to
author a process automation.

Integration of third-party
technologies.
Integrate third-party
technologies to capture, record,
and integrate actions with the
SAP Intelligent Robotic Process
Automation Desktop Studio.

Visual Debugger for
process automation.
Debug your process automations
on both local and remote clients
thanks to the SAP Intelligent
Robotic Process Automation
Desktop Studio.

Cloud-based Orchestration.
Manage Environments, Hierarchies
and Trust relationship with the
cloud component SAP Intelligent
Robotic Process Automation
Factory, built on SAP Cloud BTP.

Centralized package
distribution.
Manage Environments,
Hierarchies and Trust
relationship with the cloud
component SAP Intelligent
Robotic Process Automation
Factory, built on SAP Cloud BTP.



Enable connectivity of
applications
Open Connectors: Choose pre-
built connectors from a
catalog to seamlessly
integrate SAP and non-SAP
applications.

Integration Suite
Manage integration with
trading partners
Trading Partner Management:
Create, maintain, execute, and
monitor business-to-business
scenarios.

Design, develop, and
manage APIs
API Management: Develop,
publish, promote, and oversee
APIs in a secure and scalable
environment.

Design and operate
integration scenarios
Cloud Integration: Bring
together disparate systems
and IT landscapes to
streamline your business
processes and increase
efficiency



Service Ticket
Intelligence
Text Classification
Provide business users a central point of
access for apps and tasks, with seamless
integration to various UI technologies and
third-party apps.

Solution Recommendation
Receive solution proposals by leveraging
service tickets solved in the past. Based on
historical resolved service tickets, receive
similar solution proposals.



Business Application
Studio
Easily develop and extend
SAP solutions
Develop intelligent applications
integrating SAP technology to
cater for your business needs.

Boost developer
productivity
Accelerate development using
wizards, optimised code and
graphical editors, local test run
and debug, terminal (CLI) access,
quick deployment, and more.

Support key business
scenarios
Addresses various intelligent
enterprise scenarios, such as SAP
Fiori, SAP S/4HANA extension, and
Workflow.

Available anytime, anywhere
Available on SAP’s Multi-cloud
environment, in various hyper-scalers
and regions. Accessed from a browser.
No need to install software on local
machines for the development of SAP
business applications.



Automation Pilot
Commands
Automate a sequence of steps

Inputs
Store reusable key value pairs
/ execute operations when
triggered.

Executions
Execute & control a defined
commands.

Catalogues
Logical grouping of command
and input collections

Manage Service
Accounts
Programmatic API access
allows the execution of
operations

Alert Notification Integration
Reactively remediate alerts to push
back important notifications.



Workflow Management

Digitise workflows
Create workflows from simple
approvals to end-to-end
processes maximising
efficiency across your
organization.

Manage decisions
Digitise and automate
decisions making with
business rules to increase
flexibility and compliance.

Achieve end-to-end
process visibility
Make smarter decisions by
proactively identifying process
bottlenecks and issues.

Discover and manage
predelivered content
Discover, configure, and
manage processes and
decisions with predefined
content.

Configure processes
Configure the process flow with a low-code to no-code approach
using process variants and decisions to enable compliance and
efficiency.



Responsibility Management Service

Create responsibility rules
Create a responsibility rule and
customize it to suit your
business process.

Map API from external system
Map an API from an external system for the logic to determine

the responsible agent for a process or a document

Configure condition-based
rules
Configure a condition-based
rule to determine the
responsible agents for a process

View input requests
View input requests of a
business document for agent
determination.

View execution logs
View execution logs for agent
determination requests



Integrate your cloud infrastructure
Register your Docker registry, synchronise your AI
content from your git repository, and register your
object store for training data and trained models.

SAP Core Launchpad/Core
Workspaces
Create and manage connections to
your underlying runtimes or AI services
by providing corresponding AI API
runtimes or AI service details.

Functions Explorer
Explore AI services by viewing the
scenarios and executables, and
creating or viewing models and
datasets.

ML Operations
Manage the operations and life cycle of
your AI functions and services.

Usage Overview Dashboard
View usage analytics such as the total number of
executions, deployments, and artifacts.

Execute pipelines
Execute pipelines as a batch job
to train your models, or perform

batch inference.

Serve inference requests
Deploy а trained machine

learning model as a Web service
to serve inference requests of

trained models with high
performance.



Add a little bit of body text

Integration Suite
Dedicated connectors to SAP Fiori
and SAP GUI
Streamline the collection of
information from suppliers,
customers, and employees  with
integrated forms.

Timesheet Services
Automate Employee tasks and
processes with configured clocks,
workflows, and approvals.

Workflow Optimisation
Simplify your communications with
powerful interaction tools that link
internal and external processes and
deliver configurable workflows

Mobile Inbox
Enable users to complete their
tasks using Mobile Devices

Service Enablement
Set Up BTP Free Tier
Connect to your environment
Configure BTP Launchpad
Demonstrate useability

BTP Roadmap
Implementation approach
Cross-functional feasibility

Solution Accelerators



SAP
Specialists
From implementation to transformation,
have tailored end-to-end solutions you need
to reduce your companies friction.

DalRae Solutions understand your business
needs and your industry's trends, ensuring
our SAP solutions are tailored for you. 

Our SAP specialist team have a proven track
record with end-to-end solution deliveries,
we will deliver a seamless implementation
and onboarding experience for you to
maximise your competitive advantage.



Ready To Amplify
Your Competitive
Advantage?
Our team is ready to help you.
Contact us for more information,
demos and advice

dalraesolutions.com

Our Team
The DalRae SAP consultancy team
understand the SAP landscape like no other
SAP consultancy. We strive to understand
your business and how we can tailor SAP
solutions to your business. It is time to unlock
the power in business technology and
streamline your business to success.



About DalRae Solutions
DalRae Solutions is a Brisbane-based SAP consultancy known for
providing SAP software solutions. DalRae Solutions is a trusted SAP Gold
Partner in building, implementing, and delivering Business Solutions.
We maintain gold status by achieving high levels of satisfaction, solution
quality, and service delivery to large enterprises and organisations
across the ANZ region.

We perform at a high level across our entire business and illustrate a
strong commitment to our community. Gold partners are evaluated
yearly and can be revoked; it cannot be achieved on business
performance or the size of the customer base alone. We focus on
cutting edge landscapes of User Experience in SAP, namely Fiori, UI5,
BTP & ICM. DalRae Solutions guarantees consistency ensuring your
business maximises ROI, we get it right, every time.

From this passion, we became SAP Recognised Expertise in User
Experience and SAP HANA. Rigorous training and fulfillment of strict
requirements were met to achieve the designation. It is safe to say our
SAP specialists have you covered as we are experts in the UX field.
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